A homozygote for pericentric inversion of chromosome 4 SUMMARY A child with developmental and language delay was found to be homozygous for a pericentric inversion of chromosome 4 (inv(4) (pl5-2q12)). Her normal mother and aunt are inversion heterozygotes. It is suggested that the phenotypic abnormalities may have resulted from damage at chromosomal breakpoints or from a position effect which is expressed only in homozygous form.
The incidence of pericentric inversions in the general population is quite low (0.01 % in surveys of unselected newborns),' although higher frequencies of 1 0 % to 2.8% have been reported in selected populations. [2] [3] [4] Inversions are often ascertained as a result of their occurrence in abnormal subjects but may be coincidental findings. Although inversion heterozygosity has been associated with infertility5 or reduced fertility, and high neonatal mortality,6 as well as increased risk of offspring with chromosome aberrations or mental retardation,7-9 it is the general impression that pericentric inversions are usually harmless in a single dose. The effect of homozygosity of pericentric inversions on the phenotype has not been firmly established since only a few cases have been reported.2 [10] [11] [12] [13] We present a developmentally and mentally retarded child who is homozygous for a pericentric inversion of chromosome 4 Chromosome studies of lymphocytes from her mother and two maternal aunts showed her mother and one aunt to be inversion heterozygotes. Their karyotypes were 46,XX,inv(4)(pter--pl5*2: :ql2-* plS.2::ql2--qter) (fig lb) . The karyotype of the other aunt was normal, 46,XX. The father was not available for study.
Discussion
Homozygotes for chromosome inversions have rarely been reported. In three such families in which pericentric inversions of chromosome 9 were Case reports studied, any clinical significance of the homozygosity can be excluded. One homozygous female and her heterozygous parents were phenotypically normal while her heterozygous sister had primary amenorrhoea.10 In the second family, a homozygote who had hyperglycinaemia was developmentally and mentally retarded.2 In the third family, the proband, a homozygote with genital anomalies, had a brother with the same phenotype although he was a heterozygote.'2 The father, a homozygote, and the sister, a heterozygote, were both phenotypically normal. A somewhat similar conclusion can be drawn from one case involving a homozygous inversion of chromosome 3 in which the homozygote who was mentally retarded had a retarded sister who was a heterozygote."
In the present report, the pericentric inversion of chromosome 4 resulted in no apparent effect in the heterozygotes. Both the mother and maternal aunt were phenotypically normal and there was no history of infertility or miscarriages in this family. The finding of developmental delay and mental retardation in the offspring may of course be coincidental. On the other hand. it is possible that danmage from a small deletion or gene alteration may have taken place at the breakpoints on the chromosome and is expressed only in the homozygote. A position effect on the genes rearranged because of the inversion and expressed only in homozygous form may also be considered. Finally, it is possible that the inversion in the child and her mother (and presumably her father) may not be identical. A small deletion or duplication resulting from unequal crossing over involving points of non-homologous pairing during meiosis in one of the parents may have occurred. Although consanguinity was denied, the possibility that two unrelated parents are carriers of the same rare pericentric inversion is very remote. If we conclude that the parents are related, then, of course, the possibility that the abnormal phenotype of this child may have resulted from mutant recessive alleles other than those at the chromosomal breakpoinlts cannot be ruled out with certainty.
Comparisons with other cases involving pericentric inversions of chromosome 4 are difficult to make because none has been reported with the same cytogenetic rearrangement. In previously reported cases of pericentric inversions of chromosome 4, the breakpoints reported have been different from those in our case.14-'8 All cases have been heterozygotes who were phenotypically normal, discovered because their offspring were malformed as a result of 'aneusomie de recombinaison', or who were phenotypically abnormal with additional chromosome abnormalities such as deletions or translocations. Many patients who have visible deletions of either the proximal or the distal portion of the short arm of chromosome 4 have been described but they have distinctly different and much more severe malformations than our patient.'9 20 In all of the cases reported with intersitital or terminal deletions of the long arm of chromosome 4, the breakpoints have been distal to that observed in our patient and the phenotypic expressions have been, for the most part, much more severe.2' 22 We suggest that a pericentric inversion, which in heterozygous form has no 
